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The Large Cliques in the Graph of Quadratic Forms
JOE HEMMETER
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Define a graph Quad as follows: The vertices
of Quad are the quadratic forms on V. Two vertices XI and X 2 are adjacent if rk(x, - x2) is I or
2. Egawa [5] showed that Quad is a distance-regular graph. In this paper, we study the cliques of
Quad. In particular, it is shown that there are only 3 types of 'large' maximal cliques. These cliques
are then studied, and it is shown, using the cliques, that Quad can be a halved graph only if n ,.; 2.
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose G is a finite, simple graph. For x E V(G), denote by Gi(x) the set of vertices of
G at distance i from x. G,(x) is also written G(x). Now fix x and Y in V(G), with Y E Gi(x).
Define
a, IGi(x) 11 a, (y)l,
b, IGi+,(x) 11 G,(Y)I,
and
c, = IGi- 1(X) 11 G,(Y)I.
If these parameters never depend on x and Y, but only on i, the graph is called a distance-
regular graph. Information on distance-regular graphs can be found in [I] or [2].
The family of distance-regular graphs that I wish to consider in this paper is that of
quadratic forms. Specifically, let V be an n-dimensional vector space over F = GF(q), the
finite field of order q. A map x: V -+ F is quadratic if, for every u, v E V and a, bE F,
x(au + bv) = a2x(u) + b2x(v) + abB(u, v), for some fixed bilinear form B. The radical
of B is defined by Rad B = {u E VI B(u, v) = 0 for all v E V}. We also define Rad
x = {u E Rad Blx(u) = O}. The rank of x is defined by rk x = dim (VI Rad x).
The graph Quad, or Q, has as vertices the quadratic forms on V. Two forms x, and X 2
are adjacent if rk (x, - x 2 ) = I or 2. In other words, Xl E Q(x2 ) if dim(Rad(x, - x 2» =
n - lor n - 2. Egawa [5] showed that Quad is distance-regular. Information on Quad can
also be found in [1] and [3].
This paper is concerned with the maximal cliques of Quad. The main results are
Theorems 14 and 24 below.
Suppose that char(F) i= 2. For Xo E V(Q), define C(xo) = {x E V(Q): rk(x - xo) ~ I}.
For (n - I)-dimensional space We V, define C(W, xo) = {x E V(Q): xl w = xolw},
where x Iw means x restricted to W. C(xo) is called a clique of type 1 and C(W, xo) a clique
of type 2. A clique of either type is referred to as a grand clique. Let W' be an (n - 2)-
dimensional subspace of V. C(W', xo) = {x: Rad(x - xo) ;2 W'} is also a maximal
clique, which we will call type 3. We will prove the following:
THEOREM 14. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad and char(F) i= 2. Then
ICI ~ I + q + 2 or C is of type 1, 2 or 3.
The situation when char(F) = 2 is similar, but slightly more complicated. We will let
cliques of types 1 and 3 in this case be the same as above. Now fix (n - I)-dimensional
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space W c Vand alternating bilinear form Bo on V. Let B( W, Bo) = {B: B is an alternat-
ing form and Blw = Bolw}. A maximal clique C will be called a clique of type 2 if {B: B
is a bilinear form associated with a quadratic form in C} = B( W, Bo) for some Wand Bo.
It turns out that many cliques are associated with a fixed pair (W, Bo), but all of them are
isomorphic.
With this extended definition of type 2 cliques, we will show the following:
THEOREM 24 Let C be a maximal clique of Quad and char(F) = 2. Then
ICI ~ cI + q + 2 or C is of type 1, 2 or 3.
The body of the paper is div ided into three main sections. In Section 2, we introduce some
preliminary lemmas dealing with sets of 2 or 3 adjacent vertices of Quad. Section 3 handles
the case when the characteristic ofFis not 2. In it, we prove Theorem 14.We also look more
closely at the cliques, calculating their sizes and numbers and how they intersect. Then we
apply these results to see when Quad might be the halved graph of another distance-regular
graph. Section 4 covers the same territory for the case when char(F) = 2.
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
Let us first write down, without proof, some elementary properties of quadratic forms.
LEMMA 1. Let XI and X2 be quadratic forms with associated bilinear forms BI and B2;
(i) u E Rad XI if and only if XI (u + v) = XI (v) for all v E V.
(ii) If char(F) ¥- 2, then BI is a symmetric form and Rad XI = Rad BI .
(iii) If char(F) = 2, then dim(Rad B I ) is equal to dim(Rad XI) or dim(Rad XI) + 1. In
either case, BI is an alternating form.
(iv) The bilinearform associated with XI - X2 is BI - B2.
(v) If char(F) ¥- 2, B I determines XI' If char(F) = 2, there are if' quadratic forms
associated with each alternating form .
(vi) IfRad B I + Rad B2 = V, then
Rad(B, - B2 ) = Rad B] (\ Rad B2 •
To find out about the maximal cliques of Quad, we need only look at the ones in Q(O),
since Aut(Q) is vertex-transitive. So we must consider forms of rank 1 or 2.
LEMMA 2. Let x., X2 E Q(O) with Xl ¥- X2:
(i) Ifrk Xl = 1 = rk X2' then XI E Q(X2)'
(ii) If rk XI = 1 and rk X2 = 2, then XI E Q(X2) if and only if Rad XI :::J Rad X2'
(iii) If rk XI = 2 = rk X2and dim(Rad XI (\ Rad X2) = n - 4, then XI ¢ Q(x2)·
(iv) IfRad XI = Rad X2, then XI E Q(x2).
PROOF. (i) dim(Rad(xl - X2 )) ~ dim(Rad XI (\ Rad X2) ~ n - 2.
(ii) If Rad XI :::J Rad X2 , then dim (Rad (XI - X2)) ~ dim (Rad X2) = n - 2, and
X I E Q(X2)' Suppose Rad XI -p Rad X2' and let B I, B2be the bilinear forms associated with
XI and X2'
Consider the case where char (F) ¥- 2. Then by Lemma 1 (ii), Rad XI = Rad B I and
Rad X2 = Rad B2. Now Rad B, + Rad B2 = Rad XI + Rad X2 = V, so by Lemma levi),
Rad (BI - B2) = Rad BI (\ Rad B2 = Rad XI (\ Rad X2' But Rad (XI - X2) s;
Rad (B I - B2) by Lemma I (iv). So Rad (XI - X2) s; Rad XI (\ Rad X2. That is,
dim (Rad (XI - X2)) ~ n - 3. Thus, XI ¢ Q(x2).
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Now consider the case char(F) = 2. By Lemma I(iii), we know that rk B I is 0 or 1. But
B) is an alternating form, so must have even rank. Hence B, = 0, and the bilinear form
associated with Xz - Xl is B; (Lemma I(iv)). Since Rad x, iJ Rad Xz, Xz - XI takes on a
non-zero value in Rad B, = Rad Xz. Thus Rad (xz - x.) is a proper subset ofRad Bz, and
has dimension at most n - 3.
(iii) If char(F) =I 2, then Rad Xi = Rad B, for i = I, 2. If char(F) = 2, then Rad B;has
dimension n - 2 or n - I by Lemma I (iii). But B, is symplectic and must have even rank.
Hence, in this case also, Rad Xi = Rad B, for i = 1,2. Because dim(Rad x, n Rad xz) =
n - 4, we have V = Rad x, + Rad Xz = Rad B, + Rad Bz. Now, we can use Lemma
I(vi). Rad (x, - xz) S;;; Rad (B, - Bz) = Rad B, n Rad B, = Rad X, n Rad Xz. So
dim(Rad(x, - xz)) ~ n - 4 and XI !/= Q(xz).
(iv) This is trivial. 0
One case is not covered in Lemma 2: rk Xl = 2 = rk Xz and dim(Rad x, n Rad xz) =
n - 3. This case is handled in Lemma 3. The matrices referred to in this lemma are defined
as follows. For any bilinear form B on Vand ordered basis {UI' ... , un} of V, we associate
a matrix whose (i,j)-entry is B(u j , uj ) .
LEMMA 3. Let x., Xz E Q(O) with rk x, = rk Xz = 2, dim(Rad XI n Rad xz) = n - 3
and Xl E Q(xz). IfB, and B, are the associated bilinearforms for x, and Xz, then we canfind
a basis of V such that the matrices M, and Mzfor B, and B, look like one of the following:
(i)
b 0 0 b 0 0
a 0 0 0 0 0 0
M I
0
u,
00 c
0 0 0 0
a, band c all non-zero.
(ii)
0 0 f
0 0 0 0 0 0
M, M z
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
b,f =I O.
If char(F) = 2, then (i) cannot occur, for B, and B, are alternating forms.
PROOF. Since rk Xl = rk Xz = 2, it follows from Lemma I(ii) and (iii) that Rad Xi =
Rad B, for i = 1,2, whatever char(F) is. Define W = Rad B, n Rad Bz. Now x, E Q(xz),
so there exists UI E V - Wwith B, (u" v) = Bz(u" v) for all v E V. We can also choose Uz
and U3 in V - W so that Uz E Rad B, and U3 E Rad BI.
Case 1. (u" Uz, U3) + W = V, where (u" Uz, U3) refers to the linear span of {u" Uz, U3}'
Pick WI' Wz, " " W n - 3E Wso that {u" Uz, U3' W" •.• , wn - 3} is a basis for V. Using the
fact that B, and B, are symmetric and the definition of Ul' Uz and U3' we can immediately
fill in the entries of the matrices with respect to this basis. We get the matrices of (i), with
a, b, c =I 0 since rk x, = rk Xz = 2.
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Case 2. <u" U2' U3) + W =I V. Here dim «U2' U3) + W) = n - 1, since Rad BI =I
Rad B2. Choose u' E V - Wand WI" .. 'Wn_ 3E Wso that {u', U2' U3' WI, ••• ,Wn- 3} is
a basis for V. With respect to this basis,
abO
b cOO
000
o 0 lil
O f
°0 0 °
fOg
o 0
Now u, = r2u2 + r3u3 + 'L7::? s;w; for some r2, r3' s, E F. Since Rad BI =I Rad B2, we
have also Rad BI =I Rad (B I - B2) =I Rad B2. Hence r2 =I 0 and r3 =I O. Therefore,
replacing U2 and U3 by r2u2 and r3u3, we may assume r2 = r3 = 1.
Recall that BI (ul , v) = B2(UI, v) for all v E V. Then c = BI (UI' u2) = B2(UI , U2) = 0
and g = B2(UI , u3) = B,(UI, U3) = O. The above matrices are thus reduced to those of (ii).
o
Lemmas 2 and 3 tell us what pairs of adjacent vertices look like. What if we add a third?
LEMMA 4. Let x., x2and X3be pairwise adjacent rank 2 quadraticforms, with associated
bilinearforms B I , B2and B3.If there is no (n - 3)-dimensionalspace contained in the radicals
of all three X; then either
(i) there is some rank 1 symmetric bilinearform Bo such that rk (Bo - B;) = 1 for i = 1,
2,3, or
(ii) there is some (n - I)-dimensional space W such that B; restricted to W is identically zero
for i = 1, 2, 3.
If char(F) = 2, then (ii) always occurs.
PROOF. Since no (n - 3)-dimensional space is contained in all of the radicals, they must
be distinct. Let V' = Rad Xl II Rad X 2 II Rad X 3. Then dim (V') = dim (Rad XI II
Rad x2) + dim(Rad X3) - dim [(Rad XI II Rad X2) + Rad x3] ~ dim(Rad XI II
Rad X2) + dim(Rad x3) - dim(Rad Xl + Rad X3) = n - 4. Thus dim (V') = n - 4.
Case 1: XI and X2are as in Lemma 3(i). Then we can choose a 4-dimensional space V"
so that V = V' + V", and a basis for V" so that, for i = 1, 2, the matrices M; of the
bilinear forms B; restricted to V" look like
b 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0 0
M I
0
M 2
0 0 0 0 c 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
with a, b, c =I O.
Let Bo be the bilinear form associated with
b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
u,
0 0 00
0 0 0 0
with V' c Rad Bo.
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Suppose that rk(B 3 - Bo) ;;:: 2. IfRad Bo :::> Rad B3 , this implies that Rad (B3 - Bo) =
Rad B3 n Rad Bo. The same conclusion follows from Lemma l(vi) if Rad Bo iJ Rad B3 •
Now notice that, since X3 has rank 2 and Rad X3 iJ Rad x, n Rad X2' rk[(B3 - Bo) -
(B, - Bo)] = 2. This gives us Rad (B3 - Bo) S; Rad (B, - Bo), for were this not the case,
Lemma l(vi) would force Rad«B3 - Bo) - (B, - Bo)) to be a proper subset of
Rad(B3 - Bo), and thus to have dimension less than n - 2. Likewise Rad(B3 - Bo) s;
Rad(B2 - Bo)·
Combining the results of the last paragraph,
Rad(B3 - Bo) S; Rad(BI - Bo) n Rad(B2 - Bo) n Rad Bo
= Rad B, n Rad B2 •
Since rk(B3 - Bo) :::;; 3, Rad(B3 - Bo) = Rad B, n Rad B2 • But then we have an
(n - 3)-dimensional space, namely Rad B, n Rad B2 , contained in the radical of each of
X" X 2 and X 3, a contradiction. Hence rk(B 3 - Bo) = I and we have (i).
Case 2: XI and X 2 are related as in Lemma 3(ii).That is, there exists an (n - I)-dimensional
subspace Wof V such that Bllw = B21w = O. We would like to show that B31w = O.
Suppose not. If either XI and X3 or X2 and X3 were related as in Lemma 3(i), we would end
up in case 1. So we may assume that there exist (n - I)-dimensional subspaces WI and W2
with WI =I- W =I- W2 , such that Bllw1 = B31w1 = 0 and B21wz = B31wz = O. If WI = W2
then Rad B I = W. n W = u-; r, W = Rad B2 , a contradiction. However, if W. =I- U-;,
then Rad B3 = W. n u-; ;;;2 Rad B I n Rad B2 , another contradiction. Thus B31w = 0
after all. D
3. WHEN char(F) =I- 2
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, we assume that char(F) =I- 2. Recall the
grand cliques C(xo) and C(W, xo), defined in the introduction.
LEMMA 5. Let C be a maximal clique containing O. Then one ofthe following must be true:
(
3 _ I)(i) ICI :::;; l ~ _ I ;
(ii) there is a rank 0 or I form X o such that C = C(xo);
(iii) there is some (n - I)-dimensional space W such that C = C(W, 0).
PROOF. Case I: C has no rank 2 forms. Then C must be C(O).
Case 2: C has at least one rank 2 form, but the radical of each rank 2 form contains some
(n - 3)-dimensional space V'. In this case, in view ofLemma 2(ii), the radical ofevery form
in C must contain V'. Since char(F) =I- 2, each symmetric bilinear form determines a
unique quadratic form. So we can obtain a bound on ICI by counting bilinear forms whose
radicals contain V'.
Suppose V" is an (n - 2)-dimensional space containing V'. Let {VI' ... , v n } be a basis
for V, with {V3' V 4, ••• ,vn } a basis for V". If B is a symmetric bilinear form whose radical
contains V", then B is completely determined by B(v" V2), B(v l, VI) and B(v2 , v2 ) . Hence
there are at most l forms in C whose radicals contain V", including forms of rank less that
2. Now there are
«> I
q - I
choices for V", so
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Case 3: There exist rank 2 forms Xl' X2 and X3 E C whose radicals do not all contain any
(n - 3)-dimensional space. In this case, we will make use of Lemma 4.
Subcase 3.1: XI' X2 and X3 are as in Lemma 4(i). Let V', V", M o, Bo and the basis of V
be the same as in case I of the proof of Lemma 4. Further, let X o be the quadratic form
corresponding to Bo. Suppose X4 E C, with bilinear form B4. We want to show that
rk(B4 - Bo) ,,;; I.
If dim(Rad XI n Rad X2 n Rad X4) < n - 3, then X4 has rank 2, and the argument of
Lemma 4 shows that rk(B4 - Bo) = I. We may suppose then that Rad X4 :::J Rad
XI n Rad X2 ' Similarly, Rad X4 contains Rad XI n Rad X3 and Rad X2 n Rad X3' (There
is one subtlety here.: Bo is defined using X , and X 2• The last conclusion requires that , were
we to substitute Xl and X3 or X2 and X3 for XI and X2' the arne Bo would result. This
follows from the easily verifiable fact that there is a unique rank 1 form differing from both
XI and X2 by rank I forms.) So
Rad X4 ::2 (Rad XI n Rad x2) + (Rad XI n Rad x3) + (Rad X2 n Rad x 3)
= Rad Xo
The only way this can happen is if X4 is a multiple of xo, in which case rk(x4 - xo) ,,;; 1.
Sub case 3.2: XI ' X2 and X3 are as in Lemma 4(ii). Let W be the same as in case 2 of the
proof of Lemma 4. Suppose X 4 E C. We would like to show that x4 1w = O. If dim(Rad
XI n Rad X2 n Rad x4) < n - 3, then rk X4 = 2 and the argument of Lemma 4 suffices.
So let us assume that Rad X4 :::J Rad Xl n Rad X2. Similarly, we can assume that Rad X4
contains Rad XI n Rad X3 and Rad X2 n Rad X3. Hence
Rad X4 ::2 (Rad XI n Rad x2) + (Rad XI n Rad x3) + (Rad X2 n Rad x3)
w.
Thus x4 1w= o. o
If we might digress a little from our relentless march toward Theorem 7, the following
theorem is suggested by the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 5.
THEOREM 6. Let XI and X2 be adjacent rank 2 quadratic forms. with Rad XI #- Rad X2.
(i) There exists some rank I form Xosuch that XI' X2 E C(xo) ifand only ifRad XI + Rad
X2 + Radtx, - X2) = V.
(ii) There exists some (n - I)-dimensional space W such that XI' X2 E C(W, 0) ifand only
if Rad XI + Rad X2 + Radix, - X2) #- v.
PROOF. In the notation of Lemma 3, (u), Uh U3 ) + W = Rad XI + Rad X2 +
Radtx, - X2 )' SO Lemma 3 took care of half of the proof (if).
(i) Assume XI' X2 E C(xo). Let YI and 12 be rank I forms so that Xi = Xo + Yi' i = I, 2.
Then Rad Xi = Rad Xo n Rad j . . Since Rad XI #- Rad X2' we have Rad XI + Rad X2 =
Rad Xo' So Rad XI + Rad X2 + Radtx, - x2) ::2 Rad Xo + (Rad YI n Rad Y2)' Ifwe can
show that Rad YI n Rad Y2 $ Rad xo, then (i) will be proved .
By comparing dimensions, Rad XI n Rad X2 #- Rad Y, n Rad Y2. But Rad X I n
Rad X2 = Rad Xo n (Rad YI n Rad Y2), so Rad YI n Rad Y2 $ Rad Xo'
(ii) The proof will be complete if we can show that it is not possible for {XI' X2 } to be
in both types of cliques. Suppose that XI' X2 E C(xo), for some rank 1 form Xo' We can then
choose a basis so that the matrices of the bilinear forms of XI and X2are as in Lemma 3(i).
Now it is easy to see that these forms do not vanish on any (n - I)-dimensional space, so
that x, and X 2 can be together in no type 2 clique. 0
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THEOREM 7. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad and char(F) # 2. Then
ICI ~ q3(~ ~ II) or C
is a grand clique.
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PROOF. Let XI E C. The mapping 4>: Q -+ Q defined by 4>(x) = x - XI is a graph
isomorphism, so C' = {x - XI : X E C} is a maximal clique also . Because 0 E C', we can
apply Lemma 5. To complete the proof we need only note that if C' = C(xo) then
C = C(xo + x.), and ifC' = C(W, 0) then C = C(W, XI) ' 0
We want next to investigate how pairs of grand cliques intersect. For this the following
lemma, due to Dickson, is useful.
LEMMA 8. ([4]; see also, e.g., [8]). Suppose that IX, /3, Y EF - {O}. Then the number of
solutions (x, y) to IXr - /3i = y is q - I if 1X/3 is a square, q + I otherwise.
THEOREM 9. Let XI and X2 be distinct rank 0 or I quadratic forms, W; and U'; distinct
(n - I)-dimensional subspaces of V.
(i) If X2 is a multiple of XI' or XI = 0, then lC(xl) ('\ C(x2)1 = q. Otherwise lC(x l ('\
C(x2)1 = q ± 1.
(ii) lC(x l ) ('\ C(W;, 0)1 = q.
(iii) IC(W;, 0) ('\ C(U';, 0)1 = q.
PROOF. (i) Suppose that X2 is a multiple of XI' We may assume that X2 = 0, replacing
Xi by Xi - X2 if necessary. Let X3 E C(xd ('\ C(O), with X3 # XI' O. Then Radtx, - XI) =
Rad X3 ('\ Rad XI' using Lemma I(vi) if Rad X3 # Rad XI' Also, Radtx, - XI) has
dimension n - 1. Thus Rad X3 = Rad x., and X3 is a multiple of XI' Since each of the
multiples of XI is in C(xI) ('\ C(O), we conclude that lC(xl) ('\ C(x2)1 = q.
Suppose that XI and X2 are linearly independent, and let X3 E C(xl) ('\ C(x2). Then the
rank of X3is 0 or 2. In the latter case, Lemma 2(ii) says that Rad X3 = Rad XI ('\ Rad x 2 •
In either case, Rad X3 ;2 Rad XI ('\ Rad X2. Let {VI ' ... , vn } be a basis for V with
{V2' V3, · . . ,vn } a basis for Rad XI and {VI' V3" '" vn } a basis for Rad X2. If B3is the bilinear
form associated with X3' we need only know how B3 acts on <VI ' v2>to characterize X3.
Let B, and B2 be the bilinear forms of XI and X2, BI(VI' VI) = a and B2(v 2 , v2 ) = b.
Suppose that B3(v l> VI) = c, B3(v l , V2) = d and B3(V2' V2) = f We know that
rk(x3 - XI) = rktx, - x2) = I, which translate to (e - a)f = d2 and (f - b)e = d',
These givef = bela and c2 - ae = (alb)d2. Sincefis determined by c, !C(XI ) ('\ C(x2)1is
the number of pairs (e, d) satisfying 2 - ae = (alb)d2, or
By Lemma 8, this number is q ± I, depending on whether alb is a square.
(ii) Case I: Rad XI ;2 W; . Let X3E C(x,) ('\ C( W;,0). Then X3 = XI + X4 for some rank
oor I form and x4 1w1 = O. The only rank 0 or I forms identically 0 on W; are multiples of
XI' For every such multiple X4 , XI + X4 E C(x,) ('\ C( W;, 0), and so Ic(xI) ('\ C( W;, 0)1 = q.
Case 2: Rad XI # W;. Let {VI" . . , vn } be a basis of V, with {V2"' " vn } a basis of
W; and {VI' V3' ... , vn } a basis of Rad XI' Let X3 E C(XI) ('\ C( W; , 0). Assume X3 # O.
Since X3 E C(xl), Rad X3 s; Rad XI; since X3 E C(W;, 0), Rad X3 S; WI' So Rad X3 S;
Rad XI ('\ W;. But rk X3 ~ 2, so Rad X3 = Rad XI ('\ W;. Let B3 be the bilinear form
of X3: Then B3(Vi, vj ) = 0 unless (i,j) E {(I, I), (1, 2), (2, I)}. Suppose B I(V2, v2 ) = a,
B3(VI ' VI) = band B3(v l , v2) = c. That rk(x3 - XI) = I implies ab + e2 = 0; that is, X3
determined bye. It is trivial to verify that any choice of c works, so lC(x,) ('\ C(W;, 0)1 = q.
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(iii) Let {VI' V2' ... , vn } be a basis of V, with {VI' V3' ... , vn } a basis of W; and
{V2' ... ,vn } a basis of U'i. Then B is the bilinear form of a quadratic form x E C( W; ,0) n
c(U'i, 0) if and only if B(v j , v) = 0 for (i, j) ¢ {(I, 2), (2, I)}. That is, B(VI' V2)
determines x. 0
COROLLARY 10. IfCI and C2 are grand cliques, then IC, n C2 1 = 0, q - 1, q or q + 1.
COROLLARY 11. A grand clique cannot be both type 1 and type 2.
PROOF. Suppose that C(W, x.) = C(X2) and let Xo E C(X2)' Then C(X2 - xo) =
C(W, Xl - Xo) = C(W, 0). By Theorem 9(ii), lC(x2 - xo)1 = lC(x2 - xo) n C(W, 0)1 =
q, which is absurd. 0
We now proceed to lower the bound on ICI, heading toward Theorem 14. (For this
argument, I am indebted to the referee.)
LEMMA 12. Let Xl and X2 be distinct rank 2 quadratic forms on a 2-dimensional space V.
(i) There are at most two rank 1 forms X3such that XI' X2 E C(X3)'
(ii) If there is a l-dimensional subspace Wof V so that XI' X2 E C(W, 0), then there is at most
one rank 1 form X3such that XI' X2 E C(X3)'
(iii) There are at most two l-dimensional subspaces W such that XI' X2 E C(W, 0). If there
are two then there is no rank 1 form X3such that XI' X2 E C(x3).
PROOF. Let BI and B2 be the bilinear forms of Xl and X 2• We may assume that F
is algebraically closed: Then there is a basis {VI' V2} for V such that BI(VI' VI) =
BI(V2, V2) = 0 and Bl(vl> V2) = 1. Set a = B2(vl> VI), b = Biv2' v2), c = B2(V I , V2)'
(i) Suppose X3is a rank 1 quadratic form with rk(x i - X3) = 1, and B3is the associated
bilinear form. Then by looking at the matrices it is easily seen that there must be some
nonzero d e Fso that B3(v" VI) = d/2, B3(V2, v2) = 1/2dand B3(VI, V2) = 1/2. If X2 is also
in C(x3), then
det [(: :) - (:~~ 1~2:)] = O.
There are of course at most two values of d satisfying this condition.
(ii) The only choices of W, if XI E C(W, 0), are (VI> and (V2>' If X2 E C(W, 0) for one
of these choices, then a or b must be zero. In either case, the determinant equation above
is solved by at most one choice of d.
(iii) The only possibilities for Ware (VI> and (v2>.If both work, a = b = O. In this
case, the determinant equation yields c = 0 or 1, i.e. X2 = 0 or Xl , contradicting the choice
~~. 0
LEMMA 13. Let W be a t-dimenstonal subspace of a 3-dimensional space V. Let X be a
set of rank 2forms on V having Was their radical. Let y be a rank 2form with Rad y =I- W
such that rk(x - y) ~ 2 for all X E X. Then one of the following holds:
(a) There exists a rank 1 form z such that y E C(z) and X s; C(z);
(b) There exists a 2-dimensional subspace U such that y E C(U, 0) and X s; C(U, 0).
PROOF. Set U = W + Rad y. Fix Xo E X. Note that if Xo and yare as in Lemma 3(i)
then y lu =I- 0, and if X oand yare as in Lemma 3(ii) then y lu = O. Thus in the latter case,
X and yare related as in Lemma 3(ii) for every X E X. That is, (b) holds.
Suppose then that X o and yare related as in Lemma 3(i). Let T be the 2-dimensional
subspace orthogonal to U with respect to y. Define rank 1 z by
Rad z = U. zlr = vir.
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(This is actually the same as the Xo of Lemma 4.) Then x o, y E C(z). The definition of z,
however, did not depend on Xo' Hence (a) holds. 0
THEOREM 14. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad and char(F) i= 2. Then
ICI ~ ci + q + 2 or C is of type I, 2 or 3.
PROOF. In light of the proof of Lemma 5, we may assume that dim V = 3. We may also
assume that 0 E C. Suppose that C is not of type 3. For each l-dimensional space W, let
C w denote the set of forms in C whose radical is W.
Case I: C contains no rank I form. Then either ICI ~ ci + q + 2 = (q3 - 1)/
(q - I) + I or there is a l-dimensional space J.Vo such that ICWoI ~ 2. Pick non-zero
y E C - CWo' By Lemma 13, one of the following holds:
(i) There exists a rank I form z such that y E C(z) and CWo S; C(z);
(ii) There exists a 2-dimensional subspace U such that y E C(U, 0) and CWo S; C(U, 0).
If there is a rank I form Z such that (i) holds for all non-zero y E C - CWo' then of course
C = C(z). In fact, under our assumption that C contains no rank I form this is impossible.
Likewise, there can be no 2-dimensional subspace U such that (ii) holds for all non-zero
y E C - CWo' lest C be C(U, 0). So, using Lemma 12, the situation must be as in one of the
following.
(iii) There exist two rank I forms ZI and Z2 such that, for every non-zero y E C - CWo'
(i) holds for either ZI or Z2' Further, Rad ZI i= Rad Z2' preventing C = Ctz,).
(iv) There exist a rank I form Zl and a 2-dimensional space U2 such that, for every non-zero
y E C - CWo' ZI satisfies (i) or U2 satisfies (ii). Here, since C '1: C(zd, Rad ZI i= U2 •
(v) There exist two 2-dimensional spaces U I and U2 such that, for each non-zero
y E C - CWo(ii) is satisfied by either UI or U2 •
If (iii) or (iv) occurs, set U, = Rad z.. Then in any case, each l-dimensional space W with
C w i= 0 must be a subspace of UI or U2 • Note that Theorem 9 assures us that ICWoI ~ q.
Now set Wi = {W c U;I dim W = I , Cw i= 0, W i= J.Vo}, for i = I, 2. The above
argument shows that lewl ~ q for all WE WI U W2. Since IWil ~ q, if ICw/ = I for all
WE WI U W2, then ICI ~ 2q + q + I. So we may assume, by symmetry, that there is
some W; E WI so that ICw)1 ~ 2. Pick any JVz E W2 • Arguing as above, with WI in place
of J.Vo , we conclude that every l-dimensional space Wwith C w i= 0 must be a subspace of
WI + W2 or U I • This means that W2 = {JVz}. If /C w21 ~ 2, a similar argument yields
WI = {W;}, which implies that ICI ~ 3q + I. If, on the other hand, ICJt2 1 = I, then
ICI ~ q(q + I) + I + I.
Case 2: C contains some rank I form, say zoo Suppose there is another rank I form ZI E C
with Rad ZI i= Rad Zoo Let x E C have rank 2. Then, by Lemma 2(ii), Rad x = Rad
Zo () Rad ZI' That is, C must be C (Rad Zo () Rad ZI' 0), a type 3 clique. If C has no rank
2 forms, it is a type I clique. Thus we may assume that all rank I forms in C have the same
radical as zo.
Note that the radical of each rank 2 form in C is contained in Rad zo. So if ICI is to be
greater than 2q + I, we must assume that there is a l-dimensional subspace J.Vo such that
ICWo I ~ 2. Pick a rank 2 form y E C - CWo' Then (i) or (ii) holds. Since the radical of any
rank 2 form in C must lie in Rad zo, if (i) occurs then Rad Z = Rad zoo Thus, for each
x E CWo' XIRadzo i= O. Also, if(ii) occurs then U = Rad ZoandxlRadzo = 0 for each x E Cwo'
So if(ii) occurs for any y E C - CWo' it must occur for all, and C = C(Rad zo, 0). Likewise,
if (i) occurs for any y E C - CWo it occurs for all. We would like to show that each such
y gives rise to the same z. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 13. Fix y, the z corre-
sponding to this y and some x E CWo' Let T be the subspace of V orthogonal to Rad z
(= Rad zo) with respect to x. Then Zcan be defined as the rank I form for which Z IRadzo = 0
and ziT = X IT' Since this definition does not depend on y, Z must not vary according to the
choice of y. This is of course means that C = C(z). 0
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The next theorem, of some interest itself, is needed for the application which follows it.
THEOREM 15. Every grand clique has size q". A clique of type 3 has size l. There are
c: 11/1 cliques of type I,
ct - I ct(n-Il/l
q - I
of type 2 and [ct(n+11/l(ct - l)(ct - 1 - 1)]/[q3(~ - l)(q - 1)] of type 3.
PROOF. (i) The size of a clique of type I is the number of rank 0 and I forms. There are
(q" - I)/(q - I) (n - I)-dimensional spaces, each with q - I rank I forms whose radical
is that space, so a clique of type 1 has (ct - 1) + I == ct elements.
(ii) Let {VI ' Vl" '" vn} be a basis of V, and W == (Vl"'" vn) . The bilinear form B
of a quadratic form in C(W, x) is determined by B(vl> Vj), i == 1, 2, ... , n. Thus
IC(W, x)1 == ct.
(iii) Let W be an (n - 2)-dimensional space, VI and Vl vectors such that (VI' Vl) +
W == V. A quadratic form x, with bilinear form B, such that Rad x ;2 W is specified by
B(v l , VI), B(v l , Vl) and B(Vl' vl ). Thus a type 3 clique has size q3.
(iv) To count the number ofcliques of type 1, we need to know when C(XI) = C(Xl)' Pick
Xo E C(XI) = C(X2)' Then C(xI - xo) == C(Xl - xo). Since XI - Xo and Xl - Xo are of
rank 0 or 1, Theorem 9(i) implies that XI - Xo = Xl - Xo' Hence C(XI) = C(x l) exactly
when XI = X2 ' The number of cliques of type 1 is thus the number of quadratic forms,
which is easily calculate to be rtn+ 11/l.
(v) Suppose C == C( Wi, x.) = C( ~, Xl), a type 2 clique. Since XI E C( ~, Xl), we have
(Xl - x.) IW2 == O. So c(Wi, 0) = {x - XII X E C} == C(~, 0). Applying Theorem 9(iii),
Wi == ~ except in the trivial case when n = 1. So c(Wi, x.) == c(Jf2, Xl) if and only if
Wi = ~ and xllw1 == xli wi. Regarding WI and XI as fixed, there are ct choices of Xl so that
xliltl == x,lltI. Hence the number of cliques of type 2 is
ct - 1 q"(n +l)/l/ct = q" - 1 ct(n-11/l.
q-1 q-I
(vi)SupposeC = c(Wi,x,) = C(~ ,xl)isatype3clique.LookatC' = c(Wi ,O) =
C( Jf2, Xl - XI)' If Wi :f; Jf2, then there will clearly be some quadratic form X3 with
Rad X3 ;2 Wi but X3 not agreeing with Xl - XI on ~. Since this would imply that
X3 E c(Wi, 0) but X3¢ c(Jf2, Xl - X.), we must have Wi == ~. Now it is obvious that
c(Wi, Xl) == c(Wi, x,) if and only if Xl E C(UI;, x.),
There are (ct - l)(ct - 1 - 1)/(~ - l)(q - 1) (n - 2)-dimensional subspaces of V, and
«": 11/1 quadratic forms on V. The last paragraph says that each clique of type 3 corre-
sponds to q3 choices of (W, x), where W is an (n - 2)-dimensiona1 space and X a quadratic
form. Hence there are [ct(n+11/2(q" - I)(ct - I - 1)][[q3(ql - l)(q - I)] cliques of type 3.
D
The final item in this section is an application of some of the preceding results.
Suppose that G is a bipartite distance-regular graph, with bipartition V(G) = X v ·Y.
We define a graph G' as follows. Let V(G') = X and, for XI' Xl E X, let XI E G'(Xl) if and
only if XI E Gl(Xl)' G' is called a halved graph of G, and is itself distance-regular.
Suppose we have some distance-regular graph H. It is possible to find a bipartite
distance-regular graph G such that G' == H? This question was addressed in [6]and [7], and
answered for almost all known large-diameter distance-regular graphs. We will now con-
sider the case when H == Quad, and show that Quad is not a halved graph, if n ~ 2. But
first we need a couple of lemmas.
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In the rest of this section, G will always be a bipartite distance-regular graph with
bipartition V(G) = Xu Y, and G' will be its halved graph with V(G') = X. The param-
eters of G will be denoted a., b, and c., while those of G' will be a;, b; and c;.
LEMMA 16.
(i) b; = b2ib2i+I/C2;
(ii) c; = C2jC2j _I /C2'
A proof can be found in [6].
LEMMA 17. ([6], Lemma 2). Assume that G ' is not a complete graph . Then for every yin
Y, G( y) is a maximal clique in G'.
THEOREM 18. Let G be a bipartite distance-regular graph and G' be isomorphic to Quad.
If char(F) =1= 2, then n ~ 2.
PROOF. It is immediate from the definitions that for all i, a, + bi + c, = bo, the valency
of G. Also c. = 1 and, since G is bipartite, a, is always O. Applying Lemma 16 with i = 0,
we obtain C2 = bobl/b~ = bo(bo - c. - al)/b~, or
(1)
Now C2 ~ 1, so
(2)
For any y E Y, bo = IG(y)1 of course. Lemma 17 then tells us that if n ~ 3, bo is the size
of some maximal clique in Quad. So we can apply Theorem 14 and Theorem 15.
Case 1: bo ~ ~ + q + 2. We know from [5] (also [3]) that b~ = (q"+1 - l)(q" - 1)/
(q2 _ 1). Plugging these into (5), we find that n ~ 2.
Case 2: bo = q". If we plug bo and bo into (4), we obtain C2 = q"(~ - 1)/(q"+I 1),
which cannot be an integer if n ~ 1.
Case 3: bo = q', Here n must be no greater than 2 if C2 is to be an integer. 0
4. WHEN Char(F) = 2
Throughout this section, we will assume that Char(F) = 2. Much of the proof of
Theorem 14 carries over to this case. The difference is that, when the characteristic is 2,
different quadratic forms may share the same bilinear form. Lemma 19below gives us some
handle on this proliferation of quadratic forms.
Let W be an (n - I)-dimensional subspace of V and fix VI E V - W, a E F. For each
bilinear form Bin B(W, 0), define a quadratic form xa(B) on W by
for V E W.
This is a rank 0 or 1 form.
LEMMA 19. Let x. be a rank 2 quadratic form with associated bilinear form B j • Suppose
that B2 is another bilinear form with Rad B2 =1= Rad B I and rk B2 rk(B j - B2) = 2. Set
W = Rad B. + Rad B2andfix VI E V - W . Then there exists a unique a E F such that the
following holds. Whenever X2 is a quadratic form with bilinear form B2, rk X2 = 2 =
rk(xi - X2) if and only if x 21 w = x a(B2)· Also, XI Iw = x a(B I)·
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PROOF. Let {VI' ••• ,vn } be a basis of V, with V3> ... ,Vn E Rad B I and vz, V4 , ••• 'Vn E
Rad Bz. Let b = BI(V I , vz) andf = BZ(VI' V3) (as in Lemma 3(ii)). Define a = XI(VZ)W,
Suppose that Xz is a quadratic form with bilinear form Bz. Then rk(xz) = 2 if and only
if Rad Xz = Rad Bz, if and only if xz(v j ) = 0 = xa(Bz)(vJ for i =1= I, 3. Further,
rk(x I - xz) = 2 if and only if Radtx, - x z) = Rad(BI - Bz), if and only if fvz + bu-;
V4 , ••• , Vn E Radtx, - x z). If we require as well that rk(xz) = 2, the last condition is
fulfilled if and only if xz(v3) = xa(BZ)(V3)' 0
Let W, VI and a be as above. Define C(W, 0; a, VI) = {x E V(Q): BE B(W, 0) and
xlw = xAB), where B is the bilinear form of x}.
LEMMA 20.
(i) C(W, 0; a, VI) is a clique;
(ii) if a, b E F and a =1= b, then
C(W, 0; a, VI) n C(W, 0; b, VI) = {x E V(Q): Rad x ;2 W}.
PROOF. (i) First note that every element of C(W, 0; a, VI) has rank at most 2. This is
seen as follows. Let x E C( W, 0; a, VI) with non-zero bilinear form B. A vector V E V is in
Rad B if and only if V E Wand B(vl, v) = O. For such a vector, xCv) = xa(B)(v) = O.
Hence Rad B s Rad x.
Since xABI + Bz) = xa(BI) + xa(Bz), XI - Xz = XI + Xz E C(W, 0; a, VI) whenever
XI' Xz E C(W, 0; a, VI)' Thus rk(x i - xz) ~ 2. Hence C(W, 0; a, VI) is a clique.
(ii) If X E C(W, 0; a, VI) n C(W, 0; b, VI) with bilinear form B, then, for every V E W,
(a - b) (B(v1, vW = O. Thus W s Rad B. So for V E W, xCv) = a(B(vl' v))Z = O.
Conversely, if W s Rad X then xl w = 0 = xa(B) = xb(B), and so x E C(W, 0; a, VI) n
C(W, 0; b, vd· 0
THEOREM 21. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad containing 0 and char(F) = 2. If C is
not of type I, 2 or 3 then there is an (n - 3)-dimensional subspace of V which is contained
in the radical of every form in C.
PROOF. We may assume that 0 E C.
Case I: C has no rank 2 forms. Then Lemma 2(i) tells us that C = C(O).
Case 2: C has rank 2 forms, but they all have the same radical. Then C is a type 3 clique.
Case 3: C has rank 2 forms with different radicals, but there is no (n - 3)-dimensional
subspace of V which is contained in the radical ofevery form of C. The argument of subcase
3.2 in the proof of Lemma 5 shows that there is an (n - I)-dimensional subspace W such
that B Iw = 0 for the bilinear form B of every quadratic form in C. Fix VI E V - W. There
exist a pair ofrank 2 quadratic forms with distinct radicals in C; hence Lemma 19 applies.
The uniqueness of the a in that lemma means that every rank 2 form in C must lie in
C(W, 0; a, vd for some a E F. Moreover, if x E C with rk(x) ~ I, then Rad x ;2 W, so
X E C(W, 0; a, VI)' Hence C s C(W, 0; a, VI)' Lemma 20 then allows us to conclude that
C = C(W, 0; a, VI)' This is a type 2 clique. 0
THEOREM 22. (i) C(O) is the only clique of type I containing O.
(ii) Let CI and Cz be distinct cliques of type 2, both containing O. Then ICI n Czl = q.
(iii) Let CI be a type 2 clique containing O. Then ICI n C(O)\ = q.
PROOF. (i) We need merely recognize that C(x) consists of all quadratic forms which
have the same bilinear form Bas x. The reason for this is that if x' E C(x), with bilinear
form B', then rk(B' - B) ~ rk(x' - x) ~ l. Since rk(B' - B) is even, B' = B.
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(ii) Let B(W;, 0) and B(W;, 0) be the sets of bilinear forms associated with C I and C2,
respectively.
Case 1: W; -:f W;. Let {VI' v2, ... , v n } be a basis of V, with {V2' ... , vn } C W;
and {VI' V3' . . . ,vn } C W;. Then B E B(W;, 0) n B(W;, 0) if and only if B(v;, vj ) = 0 for
(i, j) ¢ {(l, 2), (2, I)}. Fix such a B and let x be a quadratic form associated with B.
Since C I and C2 are type 2 cliques, there exist ai' a2 E F such that CI = q W;, 0; ai' VI)
and C2 = qW;, 0; a-, V2). Thus x E C I n C2 if and only if
x(v\) a2(B(v2' VI))2,
x(v2) a l (B(v l , V2))2,
x(v) 0 for V E W; n W;.
So to each B E B( W; ,0) n B( W;, 0) there corresponds exactly one form x E CI n C2. Since
B is determined by B(v l , V2) we have
q = IB(W;, 0) n B(W;, 0)1 = ICI n C21.
Case 2: W; = W;. Here we need only invoke Lemma 20(ii).
(iii) Let B(W;, 0) be the set of bilinear forms associated with C 1. Then x E C I n qO) if and
only ifrk x ~ 1 and Rad x ;2 W;. If {VI' . . . ,vn } is a basis of Vwith {v 2, . . . ,vn } C W;,
then x is determined by X(VI). There are q choices for X(VI). 0
COROLLARY 23. If C, and C2 are grand cliques of Quad, then ICI n C21 = 0 or q.
THEOREM 24. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad and char(F) = 2. Then
ICI ~ q2 + q + 2 or C is of type 1, 2 or 3.
PROOF. Suppose that 0 E C and C is not of type 1, 2 or 3. By Theorem 21 we may
assume that dim V = 3. For each l-dimensional subspace W, let Cwdenote the set offorms
in C whose radical is W.
Case 1: C contains no rank 1 form. Then either ICI ~ q2 + q + 2 or there is a
I-dimensional space ~ such that ICwol ~ 2. Moreover, for each non-zero y E C - CWo'
there is a 2-dimensional subspace V, a vector V E V - V and an element a E F such that
y E qv, 0; a, v) and Cwo c qv, 0; a, v), according to Lemma 19. As y varies, V and a
may vary, of course. We may, however, choose a fixed V for each V. Further, Lemma 20(ii)
tells us that for each V only one a will occur.
Since C is not a type 2 clique, more than one choice of V will be necessary to account
for every y E C - CWo. We will next show that two choices suffice.
Suppose the contrary: VI' V2 and V3 are distinct and are all needed. Since each contains
~, we can find u, v E V such that VI = ~ + <u), V2 = ~ + <v), V3 = ~ +
<u + v). Let XI> X2 E CWo with associated bilinear forms BI and B2. Then B2 = bBI for
some b e F. We can choose a, E F and Wj E V - Vj, for i = 1, 2, 3, so that XI' X 2 E
n:~1 qvj, 0; a., wJ. Thus X2(U) = b2XI (u), x2(v) = b2xI (v) and x2(u + v) = b2XI (u + v).
These give bBI(u, v) = b2BI(u, v). Since Rad (XI) = ~,BI(U, v) -:f O. Hence b = 1 and
X 2 = XI' a contradiction.
We know then that there exist 2-dimensional subspaces VI and V2 so that whenever
Cw -:f 0, W must be a subspace of VI or V2 • Theorem 22 (ii) tells us that ICWoI ~ q.
Now set W j = {W c Vjldim W = 1, Cw -:f 0, W -:f ~}, for i = 1, 2. The above
argument shows that ICwl ~ q for all WE WI U W2. Since IWII ~ q, if ICwl = 1 for all
WE WI U W2, then ICI ~ 2q + q + 1. So we may assume, by symmetry, that there is
some W; E WI so that ICWj I ~ 2. Pick any W; E W 2 • Arguing as above, with W; in place of
~, we conclude that every l-dimensional space W with C w -:f 0 must be a subspace of
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Wi + U'; or VI' This means that W2 = {U';}. If ICW:!I ~ 2, a similar argument yields
WI = {Wi}, which implies that ICI ::::; 3q + 1. If, on the other hand, ICW:!I = 1, then
ICI ::::; q(q + 1) + 1 + 1.
Case 2: C contains some rank 1 form, say z. Because C is not of type 1 or 3, we can find
rank 2 forms Xl' X2 E C such that Rad XI + Rad X2 = z. Using Lemma 4, we see that
B IRadz = 0 for every rank 2 form in C; hence for every form in C. Now arguing as in case
3 of the proofofTheorem 21, we conclude that C £; C(Radz, 0; a, v) for some a E F, v E V.
This contradicts our assumption that C is not of type 2. D
In the case when q = 2, we can do better.
THEOREM 25. Let C be a maximal clique of Quad containing 0 which is not of type 1, 2
or 3 and q = 2. Then ICI = 8. There is an (n - 3)-dimensional subspace W such that for
every X E C, Rad X ::::> W. Furthermore, for every bilinear form B with rk(B) ::::; 2 and
Rad B ::::> W, there is a unique X E C with bilinear form B.
SKETCH OF PROOF. The existence of an (n - 3)-dimensional subspace W contained in
the radical of every form of C was proved in Theorem 21. Since C is not of type 1, 2, or
3, we can find x., X2, X3 E C and VI' V2, V3E V such that Rad Xi = W + (v;) for i = 1,
2,3 and V = W + (VI' V2, V3)' Let B, be the bilinear form of Xi' and set a = B1(V2, v3),
b = B2(VI, v3), c = B3(VI , v2), d = XI (v2), e = Xl (v3) and f = X2(V3), Straightforward
calculations show that the pairwise adjacency of XI' X2 and X3 require
X2(Vl) = b2d/~, x3(vd = c2e/a2, X3(V2) = 2fW.
Suppose that X4 is another rank 2 form in C, with bilinar form B4. Set r = B4(VI, V2),
s = B4(v l , v3) and t = B4(V2, V3)' For rk(x4) to be 2 we need
fx4(V I ) + ;X4(V2) + r2x4(v3) + rst = O. (3)
Using (3), X4 E Q(x l ) if and only if
(4)
Also, X 4 E Q(x2 ) if and only if
(5)
Finally, X 4 E Q(x3 ) if and only if
(6)
Equations (3)-(6) are sufficient to define X 4, given B4 , and are necessary and sufficient for
X4 to be in the common neighborhood of x,; X2 and X3' The last statement holds even if
rk X4 #- 2, or if X4 = Xi for i = 1, 2, or 3.
Note that (3)-(6) are equivalent to (4)-(6) and
(3')= O.rst (.: + ~ + ~ + 1)
abc
Because q = 2 and a, b, c #- 0, (3') always holds. Thus for any choice of B4 , provided
Rad B4 ::::> W, the form defined by (4)-(6) is adjacent to x,; X2 and X3' One can now check
that any two forms thus defined (for different choices of B4 ) are also adjacent. D
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THEOREM 26. Grand cliques have size q'. There are (n-I )/2 cliquesof type 1 and q(nLn+2)/2
[«( - 1)/(q - I)] of type 2. There are [ct<n+ l)/2«( - 1)«(-1 - 1)]f[q3(l - I)(q - I)]
type 3 cliques, each of size ~.
PROOF. (i) A clique of type I consists of all the quadratic forms with a given bilinear
form, say B. Ifwe choose a basis {VI' • . • , vn} for V, a quadratic form x with bilinear form
B is determined by X(VI)' ... , x(vn ) . So the clique has size q".
(ii) Let C be a clique of type 2 containing 0, with B(W, 0) the associated set of bilinear
forms. If {VI> •• • , Vn} is a basis of V, with {V2, . .. , Vn} C W, then any BE B(W, 0) is
determined by B(Vl, VI), i = 2,3, . .. , n. SO IB(W, 0)1 = ( -I. Since C = C(W, 0; a, VI)
for some a E F, VI E V, each form in B(W, 0) is represented by exactly q quadratic forms
in C, each determined by what it does to VI • SO ICI = q«(-l) = q' . Since any type 2 clique
is a translate of one containing 0, its size must also be s:
(iii) By Theorem 22(i), C(XI) = C(X2) if and only if XI E C(X2)' There are ct<n +I )/2
quadratic forms on V, so the number of type I cliques is (n +I )/2/( = (n-I)/2.
(iv) Let C be a type 2 clique containing O. Then C = C(W, 0; a, v) for some choice of
W, a, v. W can be freely chosen from the (qn - I)/(q - I) (n - l j-dimensional subspaces
of V and, once V is fixed, a can be freely chosen. Thus there are q«( - 1)/(q - 1) type 2
cliques containing O.
Suppose N is the total number of type 2 cliques . If we count in two ways the number of
pairs (x , C), with C a type 2 clique and x E C, we obtain
N( = ct<n+1)/2 (q ( - I) .
q-I
So
N = q(n2-n+2)/2 ( - 1 .
q - I
(v) Let C(W, xo) be a type 3 clique, {VI " •. , vn} a basis for V, with <V3 " . . , vn>= W.
Then x E C(W, xo) is determined by X(Vl)' X(V2) and B(Vl, v2), where B is the bilinear form
associated with x . Hence !C(W, xo)! = q3. Counting the number of type 3 cliques proceeds
precisely as in Theorem 15. 0
Finally, we want to determine when Quad could possibly be a halved graph.
THEOREM 27. Let G be a bipartite distance-regular graph and G' isomorphic to Quad. If
char(F) = 2 then n ~ 2.
PROOF. The argument is almost identical to that of Theorem 18. The only departure
comes in case 1, because the inequality does not rule out the possibility that q = 2 and
n = 3. In this case, Theorem 25 ensures that bo = q3, and so reduces the argument to that
of case 3. D
5. CONCLUSION
The bounds of Theorems 14 and 24 could be improved. When q = 3, the bound of
Theorem 14 is 14. Evidence obtained from the computer suggests that the real bound in this
case is 10. There are, in fact, maximal cliques of sizes 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The situation does
not seem to be simple.
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When q 2, the bound of Theorem 24 is the best possible. However, when q i= 2, the
bound may be too high. Here also, further work is needed.
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